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Introduction to Canoeing

This activity can be divided into 3 segments: dry land at a regular troop meeting, dockside and on the
water

Purpose: to familiarize the Scouts with the basics of equipment and safety.
Required equipment:  15m painter, a bailer, whistle, 1 paddle for each paddler + 1 spare, PDF for

each person aboard, clothing that is suitable for the weather.
Optional eqiupment: knee pads, gloves

Required equipment can be found in the Canadian Coast Guard’s booklet Safe Boating Guide. For
optional equipment, gardening or any sport knee pads will be fine, gardening gloves.

Dry land:  Group discussion of required equipment and its use. It is good to have it on hand for
practical demonstration. Bailers can be easily made by cutting away one sdie of a plastic milk jug.
Practise putting on a PFD, ensuring proper fit.  Parts of a canoe. Parts of a paddle. Proper care and
selection of a paddle.  Make sure that paddle is long enough for each Scout.  When set on the floor, it
should reach about to the chin of the paddler.    Protecting the tip of a paddle from damage.  Never
stick a paddle into the ground. Practice getting in and out of a canoe.  This can be done by laying a
Scout staff, pole, broomstick etc. across the seats of two chairs on each side ti simulate the gunvale of
a canoe.  Practise proper loading, unloading and carrying  a canoe.

Dockside:  All must wear a properly fitting PFD on the dock. Absoolutely no horseplay on the
dock. Briefly review procedures already covered in the dry land segment.  Demonstrate and practice
launching and landing a canoe as well as tying up to a dock. Demonstrate and practice entering and
exiting a canoe safely. Have every Scout demonstrate this properly before proceeding to the next
activity. Show the troop the difference between your ability to control the canoe and its stability
while sitting, kneeling on both knees or on one knee.  Paddlers should be strongly encouraged to
kneel on one knee as it provides the best control and stability.

On the water:  Where possible, break up  the troop into small groups of no more than 3 canoes
each. Have different leaders demonstrate each stroke at a different station and make sure that the
Scouts a re clear on each before their proceed to the next station.

Limit each session to no more than an hour each, each single activity to half an hour.  When
necessary take a break and continue later. Include time for games on land, away from the dock..
Encourage parents to participate.

Following pages contain various handouts to be given out during dry land sessions.



Canoeing

Parts of a paddle.

Types of blades

Grips
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PARTS OF A CANOE
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ENTERING A CANOE

Single paddler

Two paddlers
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